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Abstract 

Three areas of the Southeastern Florida continental 

shelf were systematically mapped using side--scan sonar and 

fathometer tracings during 1977-78. Two of these sites were 

shelf-edge features and the third was a section of the lime-· 

stone outcrop which divides the inner and outer shelf zones 

along this coast. These efforts represent the first attempt 

to generate precise topographic contour maps of outer shelf 

and shelf-edge prominences in this area. Generated maps re

veal one area, Sebastian Pinnacle System, to be of extreme 

complexity. This area contains a concentration of major 

prominences not recorded elsewhere on the Southeastern 

Florida continental margin. These bottom formations appar

ently result from the combined action of many geophysical 

and biological forces. Substrate distribution patterns 

indicate strong depositional and erosional activity-by the 

Florida Current. A series of submersible dives using the 

JOHNSON-SEA-LINK II of Harbor Branch Foundation, Inc., was 

made to validate bottom topography in the Sebastian Pinnacle 

area. These dives confirmed the morphological complexity 

of both topography and substrate composition indicated by 

side-scan sonographs and fathometer tracings. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Existence of the numerous topographic prominences along 

the continental margins of Southeastern Florida has been well 

documented (Uchupi, 1966 and 1969; Macintyre and Milliman, 

1970; Avent et al.,l977) but to date, no detailed topo-

graphic mapping effort has been undertaken to describe these 

features. Chesterman et al. (1958) published the first 

accounts of using side-scan sonar sonographs to identify 

form and composition of the sea floor. Donovan and Stride 

(196la) were the first investigators to use this technique 

to construct a detailed map of the ocean bottom. Side-scan 

sonar has since been used extensively for bathymetric map-

ping (Chesterman and Wong, 1971; Kelland and Hopkins, 1972a; 

Newton et al.,l973). 

Precision depth recorder and side-scan sonar data were 

utilized during this study of shelf-edge features. Results 

presented here cover three areas along the Southeastern 

Florida continental shelf that were systematically mapped 

during Fall 1977 and Summer 1978 (Figure 1 and Table 1) . 

Table 1. Dates, location and designation of three shelf 
areas surveyed during this study. 

Center Coordinates 
Date Lat. Long:. Area Designation 

14-18 Nov. 1977 N27°49.5' W79°58.5' Sebastian Pinnacle 
System 

s---9 June 1978 N27°l3.5' W79°57' St. Lucie Inlet Area 

26-30 June 1978 N27°4l.O' W80°06' Horseshoe Reef 
----
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Figure 1. Areas of the Florida continental shelf mapped. 
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MATERIALS AND HETHODS 

The Coast Guard maintained LORAN C (LOng RAnge Navigation) 

electronic navigation system was selected as the most 

practical positioning control method available for this study 

(Appendix I). Prior to entering the field, a grid of LORAN C 

lines of position (LOPs) was selected covering each designated 

study area. Based on these grids, specific LOPs were chosen 

as survey transects in each study area. During field opera-

tions, the grid charts were placed on a plotting table on the 

survey ship's bridge and all navigational fixes were plotted 

directly on them. All LORAN C navigational data was recorded 
® 

from the digital display of a Northstar 6000 Automatic LORAN C 

receiver. 

Preliminary surveys of the Sebastian Pinnacle System 

were conducted during spring and summer of 1977. From these 

survey missions, a study area was selected, bounded by the 

following coordinates; northeast corner-27°53'N: 79°54.5'W, 

northwest corner-27°53.5'N: 79°58.5'W, southeast corner-

27°44.5'N: 79°58'W, southwest corner-27°46.5'N: 80°02'W 

(Figure 1). In this case, the Jupiter-Nantucket LORAN C 

slave pair was used for map grid construction. Using these 

stations produced an expected navigational accuracy of ± 36 

meters (0.02nmi) in the east-west direction and± 850 meters 

(0.46nmi) in the north-south direction (Appendix I). 

Coordinates for the St. Lucie Inlet study area were: 

northeast corner-27°14.5'N: 70°55'W, northwest corner-

southwest corner-27°12'N: 80°00'W (Figure 1). The 
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Jupiter-Dana LORAN C net was used to build this grid, giving 

an expected accuracy of± 18.07 m(0.31 nmi) in the east-west 

direction and 796.5 m (0.4~ nmi) in the north-south direction 

(Appendix I). 

The designated study area at Horseshoe Reef was bounded 

by the following coordinates: northeast corner-27°42.5 1 N: 

80°3.5 1 W, northwest corner-27°43 1 N: 80°6.5 1 W, southeast 

corner-27°37.3 1 N: 80°5.2 1 W, southwest corner-27°38.5 1 N: 

80°8.0 1 W (Figure 1). For this study, the Jupiter-Dana LORAN 

C net was again used, yielding an expected accuracy of ± 32 m 

(O.Ol7nmi) in the east-west direction and 770 m (0.42nmi) in 

the north-south direction (Appendix I). 

Most depth profile data used in this study was obtained 

using a Raytheon®DE 121 fathometer. This instrument operates 

at 40kHz and has a beam width of from 30° to 53° (Appendix II, 

Table 1). Some supplemental data were obtained using the 

Hydroproducts Gifft®Series 4000 precision depth recorder. 

The Raytheon unit had a vertical resolution of approximately 

1 meter while that of the Hydroproducts unit was 0.25 meters. 

Unfortunately, transducer mounting problems prevented use of 

the more accurate Gifft PDR during the major portion of this 

study. 

Side-scan sonar produced a view of sea floorshape and 

texture to a maximum range of 150 meters on either side of 

the ship. This planar view of the bottom allowed more infor-

mation on bottom composition to be extracted than did the 

conventional depth recorder record. 
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Harbor Branch Foundation, Inc., operates a Klein® Series 400 

Side-Scan Sonar System. This instrument consists of three 

parts: a set of linear transducers forming the underwater unit 

commonly known as the "fish", a wire with an electrical core 

which acts as both the signal transmitter and towing cable, 

and a dual channel recorder (Appendix III). 

Transverse resolution for the Harbor Branch towfish is 

calculated at 3.93 m while the calculated range resolution 

value is 2.5 m (Appendix III; Table 1). Unfortunately, under

water sound propagation is dependent upon many factors and 

calculated values do not necessarily equal field performance 

(Urick, 1975) (Appendix III). 

Intensity of the side-scan sonar signal return is a 

function of substrate composition as well as bottom topography. 

Large objects, such as boulders, rock pinnacles, ridges and 

sandwaves are topographic targets which produce acoustic 

shadows on the sonog~aph. These shadows can be used to cal-

culate the height of a target as well as its true range from 

the survey ship (Flemming, 1976). Variations in the texture 

of such substrata as sand, rock, gravel and mud cause changes 

in sonograph tone but do not produce acoustical shadows. 

Rock and gravel produce darker tracings than do sand and mud. 

Unfortunately, tonal variations alone are difficult to inter

pret in the absence of other features. Variations in 

control settings can also produce apparent variation in re

turning signal intensity. For this reason, Flemming (1976) 

suggests that all side-scan sonar gear be calibrated in a 
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known test area before the start of each mission. He 

recommends adjusting the recorder controls to produce a 

smooth, light overall tone with the fish over a smooth 

sand flat; all other features are then darker relative to 

this area of calibration. For this study, the extensive 

sand flats located between the 25 and 50 meter depth con

tours were used for system calibration. 

During field operations, navigational fixes were taken 

at specific time intervals: 5 mins. for the largest study 

area; 2 mins. for the smaller study areas. These naviga

tional fixes were noted directly on the sonographs and 

fathometer traces, and were recorded along with other per

tinent information such as wire out, wire angle, and time 

in an operations log. 

The depth recorder data and navigational fixes were 

used to construct detailed topographic charts of each study 

area. Substrates were classified using the annotated sono

graphs. Theoretically, it is possible to mosaic sonographs 

as one would continuous, overlapping aerial photographs. 

There are, however, many distortions which must be corrected 

if these sonographs are to be used directly as isometric 

maps of the sea floor (Leenhardt, 1974; Flemming, 1976). 

For the purposes of this study, the sonographs were used 

for substrate identification only. Various bottom types 

were identified (Appendix IV) and located within the LORAN 

C navigational grid. Point data from the sonographic re

cord required some adjustment due to the fact that the tow

fish was actually at some distance behind the survey vessel 
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when the navigational fixes were made. Such adjustments 

were made based upon ship's speed, wire out and correction 

tables for various types of tow cables used (these tables 

are provided by Klein Associates as part of their side-scan 

sonar manual) . 

Once completed, substrate maps were checked against 

topographic maps for any obvious conflicts. Because of its 

size and topographic complexity, no detailed substrate 

mapping was attempted for the Sebastian Pinnacle System. 

This area was, however, extensively ground truthed. 

Five specific areas of particular interest within the 

Sebastian Pinnacle System were chosen for ground truthing 

using the JOHNSON-SEA-LINK II submersible. These areas are 

named and indicated by the broken line boxes on the large 

maps (Table 2) . 

Table 2. Sites within the Sebastian Pinnacle System which 
were ground truthed by JOHNSON-SEA-LINK II, be
tween April ll and 13, 1978. 

Designation LORAN C Coordinates 

High Alpha 11580.0 55970.9 

Deep Ridge 11602.5 55971.9 

Low Alpha 11594.0 55973.2 

Mounds 11624.7 55973.5 

Heggerman's Hole 11605.3 55973.3 
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RESULTS 

All topographic maps are presented in reference to the 

established LORAN C grid. Because of the size of the 

Sebastian Pinnacle area (110 sq. km), this map has been 

broken into three sections. 

Avent et al. (1977) present a good general description 

of the morphology of the Sebastian Pinnacle System. Our 

systematic topographic mapping confirms their visual ob

servations of extreme complexity within this system. 

Topographically, the system evidences bifurcating ridge 

complexes, irregular knolls, cones, multi-peaked hills and 

crater-like depressions. Substrate composition is equally 

complex within this system. Rocks, shell hash, coral 

debris and mud characterize substrata seen in a complex 

mosaic of rocky prominences, exposed pavement, ledges, 

talus accumulations and unconsolidated debris. 

Living Oculin~ varicosa was reported as scarce by 

Avent et al. (1977) and this observation was confirmed by 

our submersible dives. Oculina rubble is, however, very 

abundant on the southeastern slopes and crests of the 

pinnacles themselves. 

Characteristically, all major prominences evidenced 

depressions or troughs at their northern and/or southern 

bases (Figure 2). The bottoms of these depressions ap

peared to be subject to considerable scouring action, and 

in some cases, basal pavements were exposed. These pave

ments appeared to be of a calcareous nature (Figure 3) . 
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Figure 2. Characteristic sonographshowing a mound and 

depression formation within the Sebastian Pinnacle System. 
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Figure 3. Exposed bottom pavements in a depression associated 

with a pinnacle. 
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Of the areas ground truthed by the authors, "High Alpha" 

represented a multipeaked group of pinnacles; "Deep Ridge" 

was a bifurcating ridge syste~ lying on the outer edge of 

the study area; "Low Alpha" was an isolated pinnacle-depression 

located on the inner side of the system; the "Mounds" were 

rounded knolls, and "Heggerman's Hole" was a large crater-

like depression. These sites were chosen for ground truthing 

because they are representative of structures seen throughout 

the study area. 

During ground truthing of the High Alpha area, J-S-L II 

touched down near one peak of a saddle-shaped pinnacle on the 

~uter edge of the target area. The submarine first investi

gated this twin summit then ranged out toward other peaks 

which were located with the aid of the topographic chart and 

the sub's forward scanning sonar. Using the supplied chart 

as a tool to maintain submarine orientation, the pilot was 

able to navigate from pinnacle to pinnacle with little dif·-

ficulty. The surface support ship was also able to accurately 

plot the position of the submersible on a large scale, topo-

graphic LORAN C grid positioned on the bridge. 

While maneuvering through one of the valleys 1n the High 

Alpha site, J-S-L II encountered a large projection of solid 

rock, roughly pyramidal in shape, which appeared to be composed 

of some material other than the typical basement pavements 

previously seen. This site (W-11584.1 and Y-55971.5) should 

be investigated again and samples taken for geological analysis. 

Submersible dives at the-Deep Ridge study area showed 
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very sharp ridge crests. These ridges were oriented more or 

less perpendicular to the shelf-edge break. Overall structure 

is vaguely reminiscentof an exaggerated spur and groove system. 

The ridges gradually slope down to a flat plain in approxi

mately 110 meters of water. Visual observations again showed 

extensive unconsolidated Oculina rubble but very few living 

colonies. Very rapid, current driven sediment transport over 

ridge crests was observed and lends credence to the theory that 

post-submergence differential erosion may be one of the physical 

mechanisms shaping these shelf-edge features (Uchuoi, 1969). 

Bottom currents were extremely variable throughout the 

entire Sebastian Pinnacle System, reflecting the complex 

bottom topography which disrupts the smooth flow of the 

Florida Current along this shelf edge. Ground truthing at 

the Low Alpha site was not completed because of the extreme 

current which interfered with sub operations. While manuver

ing up-current, a long eroded ledge feature was discovered 

about three quarters of the way up the north side of the Low 

Alpha pinnacle (Figure 4). As J-S-L II tried to cross the 

crest of this pinnacle, the current was so strong that control 

of the submarine was temporarily lost. Two attempts were 

made to cross this crest with the same result. At that time, 

the remaining predetermined ground truthing plan for this 

area was abandoned. 

The Mounds, located in the northeastern quadrant of 

the study grid, proved to be one large dome-like structure 

with several smaller ridges near it. These ridges were small 
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Figure 4. Ledge on north side of the Low Al p ha pinnacle. 
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and had rounded summits ln contrast to those of Deep Ridge. 

Shell hash and coarse rubble dominated the sediments on the 

southern and western sides of these structures, shifting to 

sand on the northern slopes. 

Heggerman's Hole is one of several large crater-like 

depressions seen in the Sebastian Pinnacle System. This 

particular depression drops from a shoal depth of 77 m, down 

to 100 m within a lateral distance of 130 m. Although there 

are some small ridges on the north side of the hole, there is 

nothing which could be considered a major mound or pinnacle 

near this depression. The bottom of Heggerman's Hole was 

scoured clean and showed a limestone-like basal pavement. 

Some rock boulders were seen on the northern side and a rock 

slope was encountered on the southwest side. It is possible 

that this feature, and the other craters seen, may be the 

result of differential erosion during some period of exposure 

(Macintyre and Milliman, 1970). 

In addition to these areas visited by the authors, one 

additional site within the Sebastian Pinnacle System has 

been examined by Harbor Branch researchers. This site, known 

as "South Ridge", lies in the southeastern corner of our 

study area (circled area on chart no. 1). It is character-

i zed by a series of large ridges running perpendicular to the 

shelf-edge break. Unlike the ridge and pinnacle systems 

farther north, this area displays fairly heavy live Oculina 

growth on its southeastern slope (R. S. Jones, personal 

comrnunica tion) . 
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St. Lucie Inlet Area 

Seaward of the St. Lucie Inlet shelf-edge lies a large 

mound which appears on USC and GS charts (Hydrographic Chart 

#8783). Avent et al. (1977) made several topographic tran

sects across this mound with R/V GOSNOLD, and describe 

it as rising smoothly from a sandy bottom at 92 m to a mini

mum depth of approximately 85 m then dropping sharply to join 

the continental slope approximately at the 100 to 115m depth 

contour. They report that the mound shows very little verti-

cal relief over its surface (not over l m) and is separated 

from the shelf-edge break by a deep trough. 

At the top of this mound, there are a series of ledges 

which do not appear to be subject to sediment cover or erosion 

(Avent et al., 1977). These ledges, in 82 m to 85 m of water, 

and similar ledges in 40 m to 50 m of water, have become 

comparative study sites for several Harbor Branch researchers. 

Upon their request, a bathymetric survey mission was conducted 

in this area. The major focus of this mission was substrate 

mapping rather than topographic contouring, therefore inter

pretation of the side-scan sonar sonographs became crucial. 

It was hoped by those who requested this survey, that addi

tional areas of hard substrate would be located between those 

known to occur in the 40 m and 80 m depth zones. 

The study area covered by our LORAN C navigational grid 

actually fell slightly to the north of the St. Lucie Mound 

described by Avent et al. (1977). The contour map generated 

by fathometer data, when superimposed on the substrate map 
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generated by side-scan sonar, shows the northern edge of 

this mound. The rocky ledge systems occurring both in 40 m 

and 80 m depth ranges were clearly visualized by the side-

scan sonographs and were easily located within the naviga-

tional grid. Although there were several large areas of 

coarse material and shell hash between the rocky ledge 

system, no other well defined areas of rock substrate 

could be found. 

Horseshoe Reef 

In addition to the shelf-edge prominences found off 

the central coast of Florida along the 80 m contour, there 

is a well defined system of rocky ledges lying in 20 m to 

30 m of water. Although this line of limestone rock out-

crops is virtually continuous throughout the Indian River 

Coastal Zone, to?ographic relief varies considerably. 

One area of particularly high relief along this reef 

line lies off Vero Beach, slightly to the southeast of 

Bethel Shoal. This area is called the Horseshoe Reef by 

local fishermen and has long been a major snapper and 

grouper fishing ground. Bathymetric mapping of this area 

was undertaken at the request of the ichthyological section 

here at Harbor Branch Foundation, Inc. 

Towing depth for the side-scan sonar towfish was ap-

proximately 15m during this study. Unfortunately, this 

depth put the fish in the thermocline, thus producing many 

aberrationsin the sonograph record. Noise was also intro-

duced on the side-scan record by excessive strumming of the 
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tow cable during this mission. Intense vibration led to re-

peated failures in the potted electrical connection between 

the towfish and cable. 

During one day's operation, the signal to noise ratio 

of the Dana LORAN C slave station dropped to a low enough 

level to allow our Northstar® 6000 to cycle backward into 

the pulse sequence by exactly 10 ~ sec. without activating 

the cycle warning indicator. This phenomena is occasionally 

encountered when poor signal quality or local interference 

prevents normal rapid cycle selection (Northstar® 6000 

Operations Manual) . A cycle warning signal fr0m the station 

in question later appeared but our initial unnoticed error 

forced us to discard half a day's work. Fortunately, we 

made many transects across this study area and the loss of 

a single half-day's data did not adversely affect the final 

charts to any great degree. 

The Horseshoe Reef was imaged as a long limestone reef 

ridge running roughly parallel to shore, with its sharpest 

relief on the inshore side. Relief along this ridge line 

varied from less than l m at the southern end of the study 

area, to almost 5 m at some points in the northern section. 

The presented substrate map of the Horseshoe Reef study 

area agrees well with the topographic chart, which indicates 

acceptable correlation between side-scan and fathometer 

records. 
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Althouqh Avent and his coauthors (1977) ran many pro

files across the eastern Florida continental margins, they 

admit that they undoubtedly missed many shelf-edge features 

because of the wjde spacing of their transects. In addition 

to such major networks of geological prominences as the 

Sebastian Pinnacle System, there are also many small reefs 

or outcrops of hard substratum near the shelf-edge break. 

One outcrop of this type. Jeff's Reef, has been a major 

site of deep water studies. In an effort to discover other 

comparative reef outcrops, the authors undertook two survey 

cruises along the eighty meter isobath. 

The first cruise, made on 7 June 78, covered the 

distance from the St. Lucie Mound to Jeff's Reef, a total 

of 24 nmi. Although this cruise imaged several areas of 

low profile hard substrate, no reef outcrops analogous to 

Jeff's Reef were detected. 

The second reconnaissance cruise of this type was 

staged on 13 July 78 and covered the 80 m isobath from 

Jeff's Reef northward, for a distance of approximately 

34 nmi. This long survey run produced a total of 14 

previously unplatted, high profile, reef-like structures. 

Three of these structures produced side-scan sonar sig

natures very similar to Jeff's Reef. At this time, we 

are still awaiting an opportunity to ground truth these 

newly located small reef outcrops with the JOHNSON-SEA--LINK 

submersibles. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECO~~NDATIONS 

Topographic mapping of the area known as the Sebastian 

Pinnacle System shows this site to be even more complex than 

suggested by Avent et al. (1977). Although there are many 

other areas of the U.S. continental margins which evidence 

topographic prominences, there are few reports of areas 

showing either the complexity or concentration of features 

seen in the Sebastian Pinnacle System. These bottom forma 

tions, which include a diverse range of sediment types and 

bedrock outcroppings, appear to result from the combined 

efforts of many geophysical forces. The variations in 

location and composition of sand, shell hash and coral 

rubble, which were observed on side-scan sonographs and 

with the J-S-L submersibles, exemplify the depositional 

and erosional effects of the Florida Current (Prattr 1976). 

Although the underlying structure which produced the pre

sently observed features undoubtedly originates from condi

tions during the Pleistocene, recent biological processes 

such as Oculina colonization have contributed considerably 

to the surface features seen in this area. 

Bathymetric mapping is advantageous to Harbor Branch 

Foundation, Inc .. for many reasons. Scientifically, detailed 

information on bottom topography and substrate composition is 

important to all offshore investigators in terms of planning 

experiments and/or analyzing environmental conditions. 

Operationally, bathymetric navigation of manned and unmanned 

submersibles using benthic contour maps offers a real advan

tage over existing positioning methods. At the present time, 
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all undcrwat~r vehicles are limited by and deoendent upon the 

station keeping capabilities of their surface support ships. 

Feasibility of independent bathymetric navigation in selected 

areas has been demonstrated at both Jeff's Reef and the 

Sebastian Pinnacles. 

One disappointment 1n the current bathymetric mapping 

program has been the inability to generate accurate topographic 

contour maps of small target areas. ~any investigators within 

Harbor Branch are extremely interested in obtaining an accurate 

contour map of Jeff's Reef. To date, only a rough sketch 

generated from a side-scan sonograph is available. Although 

this sketch has aided greatly in submersible navigation within 

this study site, it does not fulfill the need for accurate 

contouring of this reef outcrop. 

The major factor preventing detailed contour mapp1ng of 

Jeff's Reef, or any other selected small area, is the limit 

of resolution of our LORAN C navigational system. Minimum 

resolution with LOR~N C is 0.1 microsecond. In our normal 

study area, 0.1 microsecond may equal anywhere from 17 to 

130 meters, depending upon slave pair selection. Resolution 

of this scale is adequate when mapping large areas, but falls 

far short of what is required for detailed work in an area 

200 by 200 meters. In order to develop an in-house capa

bility for accurately mapping small target areas on the sea 

floor, Harbor Branch will have to construct or ourchasea pre

cision short range navigational system. 

Another ?roblem in bathymetric mapoinq is the length of 

time required to manually reduce field data. At the present 
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timer topographic and substrate maps are hand contoured. 

It has taken almost a year to generate the topographic maps 

from the Sebastian Pinnacle System alone. ~ethods of auto

mating some or all phases of data collection and processing 

exist. Utilizing existing navigation and computer hardware 

owned by Harbor Branch, it appears that the basic tooographic 

charting operation could be 90% automated for the expenditure 

of relatively little money. 

Several areas have been targeted for potential mapping 

in 1979. Based on the results of our single survey transect 

northward from Jeff's Reef, it would appear that considerable 

work could be done along the shelf-edge break in this area. 

Other investigators have requested more detailed work in 

the area of the St. Lucie Mound and the South Ridge section 

of the Sebastian Pinnacle System. Scheduling these opera

tions will depend upon the availability of ship time in 1979. 
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Appendix I. LORAN C 

All LORAN systems provide navigational data in the form 

of intersecting hyperbolic lines of position (LOPs) determined 

by the time difference between reception of pulsed signals 

from widely spaced, land based stations. Resolution of LORAN 

positions vary considerably over the area covered by a single 

pulse rate because the hyperbolic LOPs are closest together 

directly between the two transmitting stations and draw pro

gressively further apart as one moves to either side of this 

base line (Figure I-1). 

LORAN C uses a multipulse transmission pattern in which 

each station radiates eight pulses, spaced 1000 microseconds 

apart. This allows LORAN C to supply position information to 

a higher degree of accuracy and over longer distances than 

any other civilian maintained long-range electronic naviga-

tional system. Although atmospheric conditions, electrical 

noise and local interference all affect the final position 

accuracy of any electronic navigational device, ground wave 

accuracy for LORAN C is generally considered to be 0.1 per-

cent of the distance the wave has travelled (Dunlap and 

Shufeldt, 1972). 

The LORAN C network covering the Indian River Coastal 

Zone is composed of one master (Carolina Beach, NC) and 

three slave transmitting stations (Dana, IN~ ~~antucket, MA 

and Jupiter, FL). Our location near the Jupiter station 

puts us very close to the transmission baseline between both 

Jupiter-Dana and Jupiter-~antucket (Figure I-2, a & b). 
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Fi g ure I - 1 . Sp reading hyperbolic LOPs . 
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The straight line distance between our study area and Dana 

is approximately 1545 kilometers (960 statute miles) and 

the signal to noise ratio is usually higher using this net 

(Fig. I-2a). Straight line distance from here to Nantucket 

is 1770 kilometers (1100 statute miles), which approaches 

the edge of ground wave coverage (Fiq. I-2b). 

Lines of position (LOPs) generated by both the Dana 

and the Nantucket slave stations were alternately used as 

navigational control grids during this study. Jupiter LOPs 

were always used as one grid axis. The other axis was chosen 

according to the orientation of each study area. Table 2 

gives the location, Coast Guard designation, initial LOP 

digits, earth normal distance each O.lmicrosecond represents 

and maximum error of all the LORAN LOPs in our study area. 

Table I-I. Station location, designation and accuracy of LORZ\..T\1 C LOPs 
along the southeastern ooast of Florida. 

Average Distance 
Designation Identifying per 0 . l microsec . Maximum Error 

IDeation 9930 LOP Digits (meters) (meters) 

---

Jupiter, FL Whiskey ll 16 72 

ll:lna' IN Zulu 71 46 1545 

Nantucket, JI1A. Yankee 55 130 1770 
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Appendix I I . Depth T(eco rdc cs 

Typical depth recorders consist of two basic units, a 

transducer and a recorder. The transducer acts as both the 

signal source and receiver. Elements housed within the trans

ducer convert electrical impulses into acoustjcal energy and 

conversely, allow acoustic echoes returning to the transducer 

to be converted into electrical energy which generates a vi-

sual record on graph paper. Most depth recorders commonly in 

use in the United States have an effective acoustical beam 

width of 50 to 55 degrees. This rather broad beam width 

results from the fact that the transducer diameter is small 

relative to the transmitted wavelength (Cohen, 1970). 

Beam width is extremely important in conducting bathy

metric surveys because it determines the actual bottom area 

seen by the depth recording instrument. For example, a depth 

recorder with a sixty degree beam width will theoretically 

receive bottom echoes from a circle 11.55 meters in diameter; 

at a depth of 10 meters and 115.47 meters in diameter, at a 

depth of 100 meters. The first return is normally from the 

bottom nearest the ship and successive returns (side echoes) 

usually arrive later from other points covered by the sonic 

cone. Over very rugged areas these side echoes may be con

fused with the true bottom. It is therefore important to 

maintain as narrow a beam width as possible. 

Since beam width is a function of the relationship of 

transducer s1ze to wavelength of transmission, narrower beam 

widths can be achieved either by decreasing the wavelength or 
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increasing the diameter of the transducer. Both alternatives 

involve trade-offs; as wavelength decreases, depth penetra

tion also decreases and as transducer size increases, design 

and mounting problems are encountered. 

By converting frequency to wavelength, beam width can be 

calculated for any transducer-frequency combination by using 

simple trigonometric functions. In theory, sonic intensity 

reaches zero at some polar angle 0 relative to the axis of 

generation. This angle is defined by sin 0 = 0.61 A/r, where 

r equals the radius of the generating plane (transducer face) 

and A, the wavelength of the signal generated. Beam width 

therefore can be expressed as 28. In practice, the absolute 

null of sonic intensity is never observed, and as a result, 

it is customary to express beam width as the angle between 

two directions at which intensity (I) drops to some parti

cular fraction of its axial value ( I
0

) (Kinsler and Frey, 

1962). 

Although no standard ratio of 1;r
0 

has been universally 

adopted, most sonar beams used in echo ranging are specified 

at either the -3 decibel (1/10 = 0.5) or -10 decibel (1/I
0 

= 

0.1) range (Urick, 1975). Table II-I lists all the sonic depth 

recorders currently owned by Harbor Branch Foundation and 

gives their effective beam widths at -3 dB and -10 dB loss. 
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Table II-I. Sonic depth recorders currently owned by Harl:Dr Branch 

Foundation, Inc . 

Recorder Transducer Operating Beam ~vidth 
l.'£ke & J'vbde 1 IDeation Diarreter Frequency -3dB - lOdB 

Faytheon DE 121 SEA DIVER 7.62 ern 40kHz 30° 53° 

Hydroproducts OOSNOID* 25.40 ern 12kHz 30° 53° 
Gifft 4000 

Konel/Funmo SEA DIVER 7.62 ern 50 kHz 25° 40° 

11 JOHNSON 11 " II II 

II SEA GlJARDIAt"\l II II II II 

Edo Western JOHNSON 25.40 ern 12 kHz 30° 53° 

lbss SEA DIVER 3.81 ern 60 kHz 25° 45° 

*This vessel lS no longer owned by Harl:Dr Branch Foundation, Inc. 
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Appendix Til. Si~]e-Scan So:L1r 

Several types or models of towfish are available from 

Klein Associates depending on the specific needs of the re-

searcher. Harbor Branch's towfish is designed to obtain 

maximum resolution in relatively shallow water applications, 

therefore range has been sacrificed. The sonic beams pro-

duced by the fish's transducers are depressed 10° from the 

horizontal (Figure III-la) , and the horizontal beam width 

is narrowed to 0.7~ 0 (Figure III-lb). Theoretically, this 

combination should insure good resolution even at the maxi

mum operating range of the instrument (600 m). 

Transverse resolution (Rt) is defined as the minimum 

distance between two objects lying parallel to the ship's 

track which will record on paper as distinct objects 

(Flemming, 1976). Range resolution (Rr) is defined as the 

minimum distance between two objects perpendicular to the 

line of travel which will record on pa~er as separate objects 

(Table III·-I). 

The Klein system uses a dual channel recording device 

manufactured by Alden Electronics. Transducers send out 

short sonar pulses of O.OSmillisecond duration and the re

turning signals are amplified and fed through the recorder 

to a helical electrode which sweeps out from the center of a 

recording drum. The current passes from this helical elec

trode through the recorder paper to a printer blade electrode 

and from there to ground. Current ?assing through the re-

corder paper produces marks of varied intensity, proportional 
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Figure III - la . Vertical view of sonic lobes emitted by 

side - scan sonar towfish. 
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fi sh 

Figure III-lb . Horizontal view of sonic lobesemitted by 

side-scan sonar towfish. 
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to the strength of the returning signals. Each returning 

signal is plotted on the paper at a position corresponding 

to the time it was received after the transmission of the 

outgoing pulse. The stronger the returning signal is, the 

darker will be the mark on the recording paper. 

One important feature of the Klein Side···Scan Sonar 

System is its "hands-off" tuning mode. Essentially, this 

mode is designed to increase the uniformity of contrast 

between one sonograph and the next. It consists of a locked

in Time Variable Gain (TVG) setting which attempts to balance 

the dynamic range of incoming signals against the graphic 

recording capabilities of the recording mechanism. When 

in this mode, only the overall tone of the sonograph can be 

controlled by the operator (Klein Associates, Inc., 1975). 

Although there are occasions when manual tuning has a 

decided advantage over the Klein hands-off mode, most of 

the sonograph records discussed in this report were obtained 

using the hands-off feature. In this instance, the desire 

for uniform effect, required for accurate substrate evalua

tion, dictated our selection of the automatic tuning mode. 
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Table III-I. Specification of various towfish available from Klein Associates. 

Model # 
Application 

Horizontal 
Beam Width 

Output 
Frequency 

Pulse Length 

Depression 
Angle 

Vertical 
Beam ~til'idth 

Max. Coverage 
Per Channel 

Transverse 
Resolution 
(At Max. Coverage) 

Range 
Resolution 
(At Max. Coverage) 

402-001 
High Resolution 

Slow Speed 

0.75° 

100 kHz 

0.1 m sec. 

100 

40° 

500 m 

6.54 m 

4.17 m 

402-00lA 
General 
Purpose 

1. oo 

100 kHz 

0.1 m sec. 

10° 

40° 

500 m 

8.73 m 

4.17 m 

*Model owned by Harbor Branch Foundation, Inc. 

402-00lB 
Reduced Resolution 

Faster Speed 

1. so 

100 kHz 

0.1 m sec. 

10° 

40° 

500 rn 

13.09 rn 

4.17 m 

402-00lC* 
High Resolution 

Reduced Range 
Shallow Water 

0.75° 

100 kHz 

0.5 m sec. 

10° 

20° 

300 m 

3.93 rn 

2.50 m 



Appendix IV. Classification of Bottom Types 

Using Side-Scan Sonar Signatures 

Interpretations of sonographs by marine researchers have 

led to the identificaticm of characteristic· SJ.cp1at:ures of 

bottom morphology, tc·cton1c format_ions, ~:;lLiT ·.,;reeks (Belderson 

et al., 1972) and a variety of other benthic structures, both 

natural and m~n-madc. All the available flarhor Branch 

Foundation, Inc. sonographswere differentiated with respect 

to resolution and the observable type of substrate signature. 

Identification of the signatures was based on comparison with 

previous interpretations (Belderson et al., 1972, Chesterman 

1971, and Chesterman et al., 1958) and some obvious structural 

forms. The ease of identification of signatures is contingent 

on weather conditions during the actual survey and a myriad 

of other variables inherent in the sonar, navigation and 

related systems. 

Sonogra;:,hs are divided into four groups, the first three 

based entirely on substrate type and the fourth, separated 

because of incongruous signatures. The groups are then 

further subdivided by p~t~valent characteristic patterns for 

easy reference. The following is a list of the groups and 

their subdivisions with a synopsis of each classification. 

Examples of each classification are given at the end of this 

Appendix. 

I. Consolidated Substrate: 

This group is composed primarily of solid formations, 

which produce traces of increased intensity in accordance 
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with their composition. These signatures usually have no 

structural pattern, excepting bedrock and ledgeswhich often 

run parallel to one another. 

A. Rocky bottom - Generally considered as indicative 

of small rocks to large boulders, giving a characteris

tically strong, disorganized sonar return (Figure IV-1). 

B. Bedrock l.edges - Ledges are often parallel forma

tions with approximate relief between 1.0 and 2.5 meters 

(Figure IV-2) . 

C. Living Oculina - This signature is very similar to 

small rocks and rubble, however, the provided picture 

is one of the few traces to be positively identified 

(Jeff's Reef) (Figure IV- 3). 

II. Unconsolidated Substrate: 

Basically, this group is comprised of modern sediments 

that are under the immediate influence of the physical en-

vironment, such as currents. For all practical purposes, such 

formations are considered temporal structures. 

A. StrL=:arr,ing sand dunes or crescents -- These are 

features similar in appearance to crescents found on 

beaches (Figure IV-4). 

B. Sand waves - Easily distinguishable signature, 

although no idea of granularity is present (Figure 

IV-5). 

C. Sand ripples - Ripples are recognizable by their 

herringbone pattern. The only noticeable difference 

between sand waves and ripples is size. Consequently, 
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ripples have been subdivided into two size ranges 

(Figure IV-6 a & b) . 

D. Sand ribbons - These are long parallel plumes of 

sand that show small, yet noticeable degrees of relief 

(Figure IV-7) . 

III. Heteromorphic Substrate: Although heteromorphic sub

strata are unconsolidated in nature, the lack of a distinct 

formational pattern suggests that they are not influenced 

by physical processes to the same degree as the unconsoli

dated substrate types of Group II. Instead, heteromorphic 

substrates appear to be more the work of long-term erosive 

and depositional forces. Considering this,and the fact that 

heteromorphic substrates exhibit no apparent structural pat

tern, these substrata are treated as a separate group. 

A. Rubble - This is a catch-all category for formations 

that do not lend themselves well to pattern differen

tiation on side-scan sonographs. It is conjectured that 

this be anything from small rocks to dead and fragmented 

Oculina (Figure IV-8) . 

B. Coarse substrate - Coarse substrate, like rubble, 

has a disorganized signature and tends to be of rela

tively small magnitude, indicating less relief (Figure 

IV-9). 

IV. Miscellaneous: This is a selection of various sana

grams that have nothing relating them, but are classified 

for convenient reference. 

A. Fish schools - Due to the unique properties of SSS, 

objects in the water column can be easily seen (Figure IV-10) . 
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B. Porpoise squeaks - Porpoise communication can ac

tually be received by SSS (Figure IV-ll). 

C. Electrical noise - Static on sonographs is 

often caused by electrical problems (Figure IV-12). 

Many of the benthic formations revealed by side-scan 

sonar lead at best,to speculation as to the actual composi

tion of the bottom. The included classification key does 

provide an informative and relative summary of the bottom 

types surveyed, despite the often subjective interpretation. 

Attempting substrate verification of ambiguous signa

tures with archived submarine reconnaissance photo-records 

was only beneficial for visualizing trends in substrate com

position and appearance. The use of photo-records for direct 

verification of specific side-scan survey locations failed, 

due to the lack of accurate correlation between SSS LORAN C 

coordinates and the sub tender's LORAN A cOQrdinates. 

Further difficulty was encountered in compensating for the 

submarine's location with respect to the sub tender. Also, 

the vast majority of submarine transects were executed in 

regions other than side-scan survey areas,during unrelated 

projects. Jeff's Reef was one area in which submarine 

transects coincided with side-scan surveys and direct 

verification of sonographswas possible. Succinctly, the 

submarine transect photo-records provided the working know

lege of an area's bottom features but did not yield infor

mation about substrates in exact locations. 
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Figure rv-l. Roc y bo ttom . 
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Figure IV-2 . 
Bedrock ledges. 
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Figure IV-3. Living Oculina . 
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Fi gure IV-4 . Stre ml ng sand dunes or crescents. 
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Figure IV-5. Sand waves . 
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Figure rv-6a. 
Large sand ripples. 
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Figure IV-6b . Sma l l s and ripples . 
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Figure IV-7. Sand ribbons. 
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Fi g ure IV-8 . Rubble . 
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Figure IV-9 . Coarse substrate . 
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Figure IV-10. Fi sh school. 
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Figure I V-11. Porpoise s que a ks. 
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Figure I V- 12. El ectrical noise. 
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